Clinical Trials provides support to Investigators, Research Nurses, and Study Staff at the Colleges of Medicine (Tucson & Phoenix), Pharmacy, Nursing, and Public Health. Our team of experienced and knowledgeable Research Administrators and Coordinators can assist you with all aspects of Clinical Trials from feasibility through closure!

**Click here** for a checklist and more information about approvals you may need to initiate your project, and check out the **Coordinator Corner** for additional resources and tools!

**Announcements**

**Summary Accrual Website Updates:**

The **Summary Accrual website** has been updated. This includes revisions to the uploading process to **TicketCat** and an updated **accrual template**.

---

**OnCore Regulatory Trainings Now in Edge Learning:**

Regulatory training is now in Edge Learning. This will allow Regulatory Coordinators the opportunity to complete the courses for access independently and at their own pace. To register for training, please visit the **OnCore Training and Consultations** webpage and complete the OnCore Training Request Form.

---

**UACC Scientific Review Committee (SRC):**
All new studies with an oncology component **MUST** be reviewed by the SRC prior to being submitted to the UA IRB or being entered into OnCore.

Please visit the [SRC website](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=489cfc26b82472034454a8cccd4d1b3ab471f03a416ed23b4781362d382a9cba5950e646c439caa360d15d420506) for more information.

Questions about the process should be directed to [UACC-SRC@uacc.arizona.edu](mailto:UACC-SRC@uacc.arizona.edu).

---

**HIPAA Website has Moved:**

Please note that there is a new web address for the HIPAA Privacy Program. Be sure to update your bookmarks!

[https://privacy.arizona.edu/home/hipaa-privacy-program](https://privacy.arizona.edu/home/hipaa-privacy-program)

---

**Clinical Trials Post Award Training now available in EDGE Learning:**

This training will be an overview of Clinical Trial Post Award processes and procedures. (Class ID: 0000039232)

- Partner Billing (Banner Health and Sonora Quest Lab)
- Clinical Trial Post Award Services
- Reconciliations
- Resources

[REGISTER HERE](#)

---

**Scheduling for PET & MRI Scans:**

Please be aware of your subject’s study windows if they require a MRI or PET and avoid having a protocol deviation.

**PET scheduling** for any type of patient, clinical or research, is out **6-7 weeks**. The best advice is for study teams to schedule as far in the future as possible. With the single PET scanner and such a high clinical need, it will be hard for Imaging to guarantee that studies can meet the windows on short notice.
Due to the MRI scanner being replaced at Main Campus (Tucson), the first available appointments for outpatient MRI are in December 2023. North Campus has MRI availability, this is where 80% of outpatients are scheduled.

Please reach out to your designated **BH CRPD** with questions.

---

**Banner Hospital Billing Update:**

December 2023 bills have been reviewed and emails have been sent out to the corresponding UA Departments via UA Box Health. January 2024 invoices will be distributed by the second week of March 2024.

Additional resources available on our [website](https://view.comms.arizona.edu/?qs=489cfc26b82472034454a8ccd4d1b3ab471f03a416ed23b4781362d382a9cba5950e646c439caa360d15d420506...).  

---

**OnCore Training**

**OnCore Trainings in EDGE**

This allows OnCore users to complete initial training modules according to their own schedule or retake refresher trainings when needed.

Subject Management portion will continue to be in person, due to the in-depth training. The required EDGE Learning & Advarra University modules will need to be completed prior to attending the Subject Management session.

---

**Clinical Research Professional Meetings**
Thursday, March 21st
3:00 - 4:30pm

Where:
Zoom

Join Zoom Meeting:
https://arizona.zoom.us/j/83459796712

Email here if there are specific topics you would like covered at upcoming meetings.

Calendar Updates

**MAY 15**
Clinical Research Professional Meeting
Location: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/83459796712
Time: 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

**JULY 18**
Clinical Research Professional Meeting
Location: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/83459796712
Time: 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

**SEPT 18**
Clinical Research Professional Meeting
Location: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/83459796712
Time: 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm

**NOV 21**
Clinical Research Professional Meeting
Location: https://arizona.zoom.us/j/83459796712
Time: 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
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